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ABSTRACT 
 
Left ventricular (LV) systolic dysfunction is associated with over 8-fold increased risk of heart 

failure and 2-fold risk of premature death. To allow early detection by clinicians, we developed a 

layout-independent deep learning model that identifies LV systolic dysfunction directly from 

images of electrocardiograms (ECGs). Overall, 393,910 ECGs with paired echocardiograms 

were used for model development. The model performed well across multiple image formats 

(AUROC 0.91, AUPRC 0.69), and two external sets of real-world ECG images from an 

outpatient academic center (AUROC 0.93, AUPRC 0.69) and a rural hospital system (AUROC 

0.91, AUPRC 0.89). Class-discriminative patterns localized to the anterior and anteroseptal leads 

corresponding to the left ventricle, regardless of ECG layout. A positive ECG screen in 

individuals with preserved LV ejection fraction was associated with 4-fold increased risk of 

developing LV systolic dysfunction in future. This approach represents an automated and 

accessible screening strategy for LV systolic dysfunction.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Left ventricular (LV) systolic dysfunction is associated with over 8-fold increased risk of 

subsequent heart failure and nearly 2-fold risk of premature death1. While early diagnosis can 

effectively lower this risk2-4, individuals are often diagnosed after developing symptomatic 

disease due to lack of effective screening strategies.5-7 The diagnosis traditionally relies on 

echocardiography, a specialized imaging modality that is resource intensive to deploy at scale.8,9 

Algorithms using raw signals from electrocardiography (ECG) have been developed as a strategy 

to detect LV systolic dysfunction.10-12 However, clinicians, particularly in remote settings, do not 

have access to ECG signals. The lack of interoperability in signal storage formats from ECG 

devices further limits the broad uptake of such signal-based models .13 The use of ECG images is 

an opportunity to implement interoperable and interpretable screening strategies for LV systolic 

dysfunction. 

 We previously developed a deep learning approach of format-independent inference from 

real-world ECG images14. The approach can interpretably diagnose cardiac conduction and 

rhythm disorders using any layout of real-world 12-lead ECG images and can be accessed on 

web- or application-based platforms. Extension of this artificial intelligence (AI)-driven 

approach to ECG images to screen for LV systolic dysfunction could rapidly broaden access to a 

low cost, easily accessible, and scalable diagnostic approach to underdiagnosed and undertreated 

at-risk populations. This approach adapts deep learning for end-users, without a disruption of the 

data pipelines or the clinical workflow. Moreover, the ability to add interpretability from features 

in the ECG images relevant to the LV can improve the uptake of these models in clinical 

practice.15  
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We developed a method for accurate identification of LV ejection fraction (LVEF) less 

than 40%, a threshold with therapeutic implications, based on real-world ECG images. We 

developed, tested, and validated this approach using paired ECG-echocardiographic data from a 

large academic center and a rural hospital system.  

 

RESULTS 

Study Population 

We used consecutive 12-lead ECGs from the Yale New Haven Hospital (YNHH) collected 

between 2015 and 2021. Out of the 2,135,846 ECGs obtained during this period, 440,072 were 

from patients who also had transthoracic echocardiograms (TTEs) within 15 days of obtaining 

the ECG. Overall, 393,910 had a complete ECG recording, representing 10 seconds of 

continuous recordings across all 12 leads. All selected ECGs were recorded as standard 12-lead 

recordings sampled at 500 Hz for 10 seconds.   

The median age of patients at the time of ECG recording was 68 years (IQR 57, 78) and 

45.3% of the ECGs were obtained from women. There were 34,577 (8.8%) readings from 

Hispanic individuals, 279,028 (70.8%) from non-Hispanic white individuals, 60,920 (15.5%) 

from non-Hispanic black individuals, and 19,385 (4.9%) from others. Of these ECGs, 60,293 

(15.3%) had LV systolic dysfunction, defined as an associated echocardiographic recording of 

LVEF below 40%. An additional 38,727 (9.8%) had a LVEF greater than or equal to 40% but 

lower than 50%, and 294,890 (74.9%) had LVEF 50% or greater (Supplementary Table 1). 

 

Detection of LV Systolic Dysfunction 
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To develop a model that can adapt to real-world images across ECG formats, we created a 

dataset with different plotting schemes for each signal waveform recording (Figure 1). This 

strategy has been used to train a format-independent image-based model for the detection of 

conduction and rhythm disorders as well as the hidden label of gender.14 The model was able to 

learn ECG lead-specific information based on the label regardless of the location of the lead.  

We built a convolutional neural network similar to the EfficientNet B3 architecture (see 

Methods for details).16 To increase the efficiency of learning and model performance, we 

pursued transfer learning from our previously developed model focused on detecting clinical 

diagnoses from ECGs.14 We trained and validated our model on the constructed image dataset, 

with equal proportions of four different image formats. To mimic real-world variation in images 

and prevent model overfitting, all images were randomly rotated prior to being used as input in 

the model for training and validation. A custom class-balanced loss function based on the 

effective number of samples was used so that training was not affected by the lower frequency of 

the LVEF < 40% label relative to those with a LVEF ≥ 40%.  

The model’s area under receiving operation curve (AUROC) for LVEF < 40% on the 

held-out test set composed of standard images was 0.91 and its area under precision recall curve 

(AUPRC) was 0.69 (Figure 2). A threshold was chosen based on sensitivity of 0.90 or higher in 

the validation subset. With this threshold the model had sensitivity and specificity of 0.90 and 

0.73 respectively in the held-out test set, and positive predictive value (PPV) and negative 

predictive value (NPV) of 0.38 and 0.98 respectively. Overall, an ECG suggestive of LV systolic 

dysfunction portended over 24-fold higher odds (OR 24.4, 95% CI, 22.4 – 26.6) of LV systolic 

dysfunction on echocardiogram (Table 1). The model’s performance was comparable across 

subgroups of age, sex, and race (Table 1 and Figure 2).  
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Model Performance Across ECG Formats 

In the held-out set, 4 sets of image layouts were compared for model performance, including (i) 

the standard format with lead I as the rhythm strip (ii) two rhythm format with leads I and II as 

the rhythm strips, (iii) standard shuffled format with precordial leads located at the site of limb 

leads and vice versa, and (iii) alternate format with leads arranged in 6 rows across 2 columns. 

The model performance was comparable across format with AUROC between 0.90 – 0.91 on all 

four layouts of ECG images for detecting concurrent LV systolic dysfunction from 

echocardiogram (Supplementary Table 2). The model had a sensitivity between 0.89 and 0.90 

and conferred 24- to 25-fold higher odds of LV systolic dysfunction on the standard and the 3 

variations of the data.  

 

LV Systolic Dysfunction in Model-predicted False Positives 

Of the 33,362 ECGs in the held-out test set with an associated LVEF>40% on a proximate 

echocardiogram, the model classified 8,973 (26.9%) as “false positives”, and 24,389 (73.1%) as 

true negatives. In further evaluation of false positives, 2,474 (27.6% of false positives) had 

evidence of mild LV systolic dysfunction with LVEF between 40-50% on concurrent 

echocardiography. 

Among the 15,319 patients with LVEF>40% at the time of initial screening and at least 

one follow-up screening, the model classified 4,814 (31.4%) as false positives, and 10,505 

(68.6%) as true negatives. 1,205 (13.4%) patients with model-predicted positive screen and 796 

(3.3%) patients with model-predicted negative screen developed new LVEF<40% over the 

median follow-up period of 2.3 years (IQR 1.0 – 3.7, Figure 3). This represented a four-fold 
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higher risk of incident low LVEF based on having a positive screening result (HR 4.3, 95% CI 

3.9 – 4.7). 

 

Interpretability of Predicted LV Systolic Dysfunction 

We used gradient-weighted class activation mapping (Grad-CAM) to highlight regions in each 

image that contributed most to predicting LVEF<40%. Figure 4 shows the average class 

activation heatmaps for reduced LVEF prediction on all four formats of images that the model 

was trained and tested on. For all four formats of images, the region corresponding to leads V2 

and V3 were the most important for prediction of reduced LVEF. 

 

External Validation on Real-World ECG Images 

We pursued validation on two real-world image datasets distinct from the data in the derivation 

cohort and the held-out test set. These cohorts were sampled from patients undergoing 

echocardiography.  

The first were ECG images drawn from YNHH outpatient clinics during January through 

March 2022 and included 147 ECGs including 27 with LVEF < 40%, manually captured from 

the electronic health record. These images had a similar layout to the standard ECG format that 

had been used for model training but had the lead II rather than lead I as the rhythm strip. 

Moreover, there were several real-world noise artifacts in these images, including the shade of 

the page, vertical lines demarcating the leads, and differences in the location of lead labels.  The 

model had an AUROC of 0.93 and AUPRC of 0.69 on the images (Figure 5).  

 The second real-world image dataset was randomly drawn from inpatient visits to the 

Lake Regional Hospital System (LRH) in 2022, a rural US hospital system in Osage Beach, MO, 
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with oversampling for patients with LV systolic dysfunction. These data included 100 ECG 

images, with 34 ECG images from patients with LVEF < 40%. These images also had a similar 

layout to the standard ECG format but had the lead II as the rhythm strip. There were unique 

noise real-world artifacts present on these images, including a different background color, the 

layout of the grid over which the waveform data are displayed as well as location and font of 

lead label. The model demonstrated an AUROC of 0.91 and AUPRC of 0.89 on these images 

(Figure 5). 

 

DISCUSSION 

We developed and externally validated an automated deep learning algorithm that accurately 

identifies LV systolic dysfunction solely from ECG images. The algorithm has high 

discrimination and sensitivity, representing characteristics ideal for a screening strategy. It is 

robust to variations in the layouts of ECG waveforms and detects the location of ECG leads 

across formats with consistent accuracy, making it suitable for broad implementation in varied 

settings. Moreover, the algorithm was developed and validated in a diverse population with high 

performance in subgroups of age, sex, and race across geographically dispersed academic and 

community health systems. The algorithm is also interpretable with localization of class-

discriminative signals in anteroseptal and anterior leads regardless of the ECG layout, 

topologically corresponding to the left ventricle. Finally, among individuals who did not have a 

concurrently recorded low LVEF, a positive ECG screen was associated with a 4-fold increased 

risk of developing LV systolic dysfunction in the future compared with those with negative 

screen. This ECG image-based approach can represent a screening strategy for LV systolic 

dysfunction, particularly in low resource settings. 
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Image-based analysis of ECGs through deep learning represents a novel application of AI 

to improve clinical care. Convolutional neural networks have previously been designed to detect 

low LVEF from ECG signals10,11, though the application is limited to harmonized data streams 

where ECG signal data are available in real time to clinicians. This is seldom the case in clinical 

practice where the ECG data architecture varies by ECG machine vendors, and data are not 

stored beyond generating the printed ECG images, particularly in remote settings.17 The 

algorithm reported in this study overcomes these limitations by making detection of LV systolic 

dysfunction from ECGs interoperable across acquisition formats and directly available to 

clinicians who only have access to ECG images. Since scanned ECG images are the most 

common format of storage and use of electrocardiograms, untrained operators can implement 

large scale screening through chart review or automated applications to image repositories, 

requiring a lower resource task than optimizing tools for different machines.  

The use of ECG images in our model overcomes the implementation challenges arising 

from black box algorithms. The origin of risk-discriminative signals in precordial leads of ECG 

images makes the model interpretable to clinicians as it localizes over the left ventricle. 

Moreover, the consistent observation of these predictive signals in the anteroseptal and anterior 

leads regardless of the lead location on printed image also serves as a control for the model 

predictions. Such visual representations that are consistent with clinical knowledge could address 

the hesitancy in uptake of these tools in clinical practice.18 

            An important finding was the significantly increased risk of incident LV systolic 

dysfunction among patients with model-predicted positive screen but LVEF>40% on concurrent 

echocardiography. These findings demonstrate an electrocardiographic signature which may 

precede the development of echocardiographic evidence of LV systolic dysfunction. This was 
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previously reported in signal-based models,10 further suggesting that the detection of LV systolic 

dysfunction on ECG images represents a similar underlying pathophysiological process. These 

observations suggest a potential role for AI-based ECG models in risk stratification for future 

development of cardiovascular disease.19 

            Our study has certain limitations that merit consideration. First, we developed this model 

among patients who had both electrocardiograms and echocardiograms. Therefore, the training 

population selected likely had a clinical indication for echocardiography, differing from the 

broader real-world use of the algorithm for screening test for LV systolic dysfunction among 

those without any clinical disease. The excellent performance of our algorithm across 

demographic subgroups and the validation population would suggest robustness and 

generalizability of the effects though prospective assessments in the intended screening setting 

are warranted. Second, the model performance may vary by degree of LV systolic dysfunction. 

Though we chose an LVEF threshold of 40% due to its therapeutic implications, such as an 

indication for disease modifying guideline directed medical therapies,4 the model identifies 

individuals with mild dysfunction. This may highlight a shared signature of LV systolic 

dysfunction among those with LVEF<40%, and with LVEF of 40-50%, but could also represent 

the lack of precision of LVEF measurement by echocardiography relative to more precise 

approaches, such as magnetic resonance imaging.20,21 Third, while we incorporated four ECG 

formats during its development, the model is not restricted to these formats, with a different 

model focusing on clinical diagnoses with ECG images using a similar process has a robust 

performance on novel layouts.14 Finally, while the model development pursues preprocessing of 

the ECG signal for plotting images, these represent standard processes performed before ECG 

images are generated and/or printed by ECG machines. Therefore, any other processing of 
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images is not required for the real-world application, as demonstrated in the application of the 

model to the real-world external validation set.    

 

CONCLUSIONS 

We developed an automated algorithm to detect LV systolic dysfunction from ECG images, 

demonstrating a robust performance across subgroups of patient demographics, ECG formats, 

and clinical practice settings. Given the ubiquitous availability of ECG images, this approach 

represents a strategy for automated screening of LV systolic dysfunction, especially in resource-

limited settings.  

 

METHODS 

The study was reviewed by the Yale Institutional Review Board, which approved the study 

protocol and waived the need for informed consent as the study represents secondary analysis of 

existing data. 

 

Data Source and Study Population 

We used 12-lead ECGs from the YNHH system collected between 2015 and 2021. These data 

were collected from the YNHH York Street Campus and the Saint Raphael Campus. These 

ECGs were recorded as standard 12-lead recordings sampled at a frequency of 500 Hz for 10 

seconds and were collected from different machines. The majority of ECGs were collected using 

Philips PageWriter machines and GE MAC machines. Patient identifiers were used to identify 

ECGs with a corresponding transthoracic echocardiogram (TTE) within 15 days of obtaining the 

ECG. LVEF values were extracted based on a cardiologist read of the nearest TTE to each ECG. 
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 To augment the evaluation of models built on an image dataset generated from this 

YNHH signal waveform, two sets of real-world image datasets were used for external validation.  

 

Data Preprocessing for Model Development 

All ECGs were analyzed to determine whether they had 10 seconds of continuous recordings 

across all 12 leads. The 10 second samples were preprocessed with a one second median filter, 

which was subtracted from the original waveform to remove baseline drift in each lead, a process 

that mimics what ECG machines do before printing the readings.  

 ECG signals were transformed into images using the python library ecg-plot.22 Four 

formats of images were included in the training image dataset to ensure that the model learned 

information independent of the format and was generalizable to real-world images (Figure 1). 

The first format was based on the standard printed ECG format in the United States, with four 

2.5 second columns printed sequentially on the page. Each column contained 2.5 second 

intervals from three leads. The full 10-second recording of the lead I signal was included as the 

rhythm strip. The second format, or the two-rhythm format, added lead II as an additional rhythm 

strip to the standard format. The third format consisted of two columns, the first with six 

simultaneous 5-second recordings from the limb leads, and the second with six simultaneous 5-

second recordings from the precordial leads. The fourth format was the standard shuffled format, 

which had precordial leads in the first two columns and limb leads in the third and fourth. All 

images were converted to greyscale before being used as the input in the model.  

 

Experimental Design 
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Each included ECG had a corresponding LVEF value from its nearest TTE within 15 days of 

recording, and low LVEF was defined as LVEF < 40%, the cutoff used an indication for most 

guideline-directed pharmacotherapy for heart failure.4 All ECGs were randomly subset into 

training, validation, and held-out test sets (85%, 5%, 10%). Because of the low prevalence of 

LVEF < 40%, cases of normal and low LVEF were split proportionally among the sets. 

Additionally, to ensure that model learning was not affected by the relatively lower frequency of 

LVEF < 40%, higher weights were given to these cases based on the effective number of 

samples class sampling scheme.23  

 

Model Training  

We built a convolutional neural network model based on the EfficientNet-B3 architecture, which 

previously demonstrated an ability to learn and identify both rhythm and conduction disorders, as 

well as the hidden label of gender in real-world ECG images.14 The EfficientNet-B3 model 

requires images to be sampled at 300 x 300 square pixels, includes 384 layers, and has over 10 

million trainable parameters (Supplementary Figure 1). We utilized transfer learning by 

initializing model weights as the pretrained EfficientNet-B3 weights used to predict the six 

physician-defined clinical labels and gender from Sangha et al.14 We first only unfroze the last 

four layers and trained the model with a learning rate of 0.01 for 2 epochs, and then unfroze all 

layers and trained with a learning rate of 5 x 10-6 for 4 epochs. We used an Adam optimizer, 

gradient clipping, and a minibatch size of 64 throughout training. The optimizer and learning rates 

were chosen after hyperparameter optimization. For both stages of training the model, we stopped 

training when validation loss did not improve in 3 consecutive epochs.  
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 We trained and validated our model on a generated image dataset that had equal numbers 

of standard, two-rhythm, alternate, and standard shuffled images (Figure 1). All training and 

validation images were rotated a random amount between -10 and 10 degrees before being input 

into the model to mimic variation seen in uploaded ECGs and to aid in prevention of overfitting. 

 

External validation: Real-World ECG Images 

We pursued validation on two real-world image datasets. Both cohorts were sampled from 

patients undergoing echocardiography, with patients with LVEF < 40% oversampled. The first 

are ECG images drawn from YNHH during January through March 2022 and included 147 

ECGs including 27 with LVEF < 40%, manually captured from the electronic health record. 

These images had a similar layout to the standard ECG format that had been created for model 

training but had the lead II rather than lead I as the rhythm strip. Moreover, there were several 

real-world noise artifacts in these images, including the shade of the page, vertical lines 

demarcating the leads, and differences in the location of the lead labels. The second real-world 

image dataset was drawn from the Lake Regional Hospital System (LRH), a rural US hospital 

system in Osage Beach, MO. These data included 100 ECG images, and 34 ECG images for 

patients with LVEF < 40%. These images also had a similar layout as the standard ECG format 

but had the lead II rather than lead I as the rhythm strip. There were unique noise real-world 

artifacts present on these images, including a different background color, the layout of the grid 

over which the waveform data are displayed as well as the location and the font of the lead label. 

Samples of electrocardiogram images from YNHH and LRH are presented in Supplemental 

Figure 2 and images are available from the authors upon request.  
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Model Interpretability 

We used Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping (Grad-CAM) to highlight which portions 

of an image were important for the prediction of LVEF < 40%.24 We calculated the gradients on 

the final stack of filters in our EfficientNet-B3 model for each prediction and performed a global 

average pooling of the gradients in each filter, emphasizing those that contributed to a prediction. 

We then multiplied these filters by their importance weights and combined them across filters to 

generate Grad-CAM heatmaps, which we overlayed on the original ECG images. We averaged 

class activation maps for predictions made on a certain format of image to see which leads were 

the most important for prediction of low LVEF. We took an arithmetic mean across the heatmaps 

for a given image format, and overlayed this average heatmap across a representative ECG to 

understand it in context.  

 

Statistical Analysis 

Model performance was evaluated in the held-out test set and real-world ECG image datasets. We 

used AUROC to measure model discrimination. We also assessed AUPRC, sensitivity, 

specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value, and diagnostic odds ratio, and 

chose threshold values based on cutoffs that achieved sensitivity of 0.90 in validation data. We 

evaluated future development of LV systolic dysfunction in time-to-event models using a Cox 

proportional hazards model. All analyses were performed using Python 3.9 and level of 

significance was set at an alpha of 0.05. 
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Table 1. Performance of model on test images across demographic subgroups. Abbreviations: PPV, positive predictive value; 
NPV, negative predictive value; AUROC, area under receiver operating characteristic curve; AUPRC, area under precision recall 
curve; OR, odds ratio 
 

Labels PPV NPV Specificity Sensitivity AUROC AUPRC OR 
All 0.377 0.976 0.731 0.9 0.907 (0.903 - 0.911) 0.688 24.41 

Male 0.411 0.973 0.7 0.914 0.905 (0.900 - 0.910) 0.719 24.86 

Female 0.321 0.979 0.765 0.871 0.904 (0.898 - 0.911) 0.624 22.06 

>=65 0.366 0.975 0.691 0.911 0.899 (0.894 - 0.904) 0.673 22.91 

< 65 0.398 0.976 0.787 0.881 0.918 (0.912 - 0.924) 0.711 27.28 

Hispanic 0.407 0.971 0.772 0.87 0.909 (0.895 - 0.923) 0.707 22.76 

White 0.368 0.977 0.73 0.9 0.906 (0.902 - 0.911) 0.669 24.31 

Black 0.401 0.973 0.704 0.909 0.907 (0.897 - 0.917) 0.749 23.83 

Other 0.362 0.984 0.756 0.919 0.923 (0.907 - 0.939) 0.665 35.28 
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Figure 1. Study Outline A) Data processing, B) Model training, and C) Model validation. 
Abbreviations: ECG, electrocardiogram; EF, ejection fraction; FC, fully connected layers; Grad-
CAM, gradient-weighted class activation mapping; YNHH, Yale New Haven Hospital. 
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Figure 2. Model Performance Measures A) Receiver-Operating and B) Precision-Recall 
Curves on images in held-out test set C) Diagnostic Odds Ratios across age, gender, and 
race subgroups on standard format images in the held-out test set. Abbreviations: AUROC, 
area under receiver-operating characteristic curve; AUPRC, area under precision-recall curve. 
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Figure 3. Cumulative hazard curves for incident LV systolic dysfunction in model-
predicted positive and negative screens amongst the members of the held-out test set with 
LVEF > 40% and at least one follow-up measurement.
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Figure 4. Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping (Grad-CAMs) A) Standard format 
B) Two rhythm leads C) Standard shuffled format D) Alternate format 
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Figure 5. Model Performance on real-world validation datasets. A) Receiver-Operating 
Curve, B) Confusion Matrices. Abbreviations: EF, Ejection fraction; LRH, Lake Regional 
Hospital; YNHH, Yale New Haven Hospital 
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